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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

RISK-BASED CONSTRUCTION INSPECTION

State Transportation Agencies have been experiencing staffing difficulties in the last
couple of decades due to the deterioration of infrastructure and a large number of
employees retiring or transitioning to the private sector. Therefore, the STA demographic
has become much younger and a loss of critical knowledge has resulted from this
changeover. Construction Inspection in particular has been severely impacted. Inspired by
the NCHRP Synthesis 450, the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet has initiated the RiskBased Construction Inspection project which focuses on prioritizing construction activities
based on the risk associated with failure of that work item. The purpose of which is to
develop tools for inspectors to systematically perform tasks and assist management in more
efficiently allocating resources. Surveys were sent out to KYTC experts to collect data
associating risk levels to construction activities. The risk level was then correlated with the
inspection frequency and the inspector experience for each work item. Heat Charts and the
Staffing Guidance Tool was created based on the survey information, then combined with
other resources to create Inspection Checklists. The project will continue with a case study
evaluating past resource allocation and future use of the tools.
KEYWORDS: Construction Inspection, Risk Level, Inspection Frequency, Inspector
Experience, Inspection Checklists
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction and background
In recent years, State Transportation Agencies (STAs) have been experiencing
difficulties due to an increased work load compounded with reduced funding and staffing.
Demand for highway rehabilitation and construction work has rapidly increased work load.
Concurrently, high retirements rates and the transition of employees to the private sector
has left STAs fighting to retain critical knowledge and fulfill staffing/experience
requirements. The National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) Synthesis
450 reported that nationally between 2000 and 2010, total lane-miles within agency
systems increased by 4.1% while STA personnel decreased by 9.78%.
Experienced staffers have developed skills to analyze the risk of situations in order to
make effective decisions. With the current trends, less experienced staffers are being given
greater responsibilities much earlier in their careers as opposed to previous generations of
employees. Adequate staffing is crucial in determining the quality, cost, schedule, and
safety of a construction project. STAs have had to replace experienced staff with less
seasoned employees who do not obtain the skills necessary to perform as efficiently. As a
result, an increase in outsourcing to consultants has also occurred.
NCHRP Synthesis 450 found that nearly all STA functions have been affected but
especially construction inspection activities. Construction inspection is defined as the
overseeing of work for conformance to plans and specifications. Due to the current
circumstances, STAs are looking to implement effective plans and strategies that will aid
the limited available staff and guide construction inspection activities. The Texas
Department of Transportation (TxDOT) recently analyzed over 100 construction
inspection workload reduction strategies. It was found that the most effective strategy was
1

the use of lists of prioritized inspection activities. Subject matter experts are looking to the
oil and gas industry on their pipe inspection strategies for guidance and have found that
risk-based inspection has proved an effective prioritization strategy. Risk-based inspection
focuses on prioritizing activities based on the risk associated with postponing or not
performing the inspection.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (KYTC) has been experiencing the same
challenges with allocating inspection resources within Section Offices. The NCHRP
Synthesis 450 found that the full-time equivalence (FTE) in Kentucky decreased by
19.39% from 2000 to 2010. The FTE positions per million-dollar disbursement on capital
outlay decreased by 41.68%. KYTC is working to create strategies that aim to prioritize
inspections based on risk. The project builds upon the similarly-focused NCHRP research
project on construction inspection staffing. A set of standards are essential to guiding less
experienced employees in prioritizing activities as well as communicating expectations to
consultant inspectors.

1.1.

Project Scope and Objectives
The scope of this project is confined to a combination of existing literature, surveys

and a case study.
The final objective of this project is to create a Risk-Based Construction Inspection
(RBCI) program for Kentucky through research and analyzation of existing practices. The
goal is to provide a methodology that analyzes risk and prioritizes inspection activities
based on the risk levels in order to effectively allocate construction inspection resources.

2

1.2.

Research Methodology
The literature review acts as the initial research methodology and the foundation to the

project. The district surveys were then used as the primary data for Kentucky specific riskbased inspection.
In addition, the use of the Construction Guidance Manual, Standard Specifications for
Road and Bridge Construction Edition of 2019, and input from experienced KYTC
employees was used to create inspection checklists and various other tools.
Finally, a case study was implemented to analyze the effectiveness and convenience of
the system created for risk-based construction inspection guidance and advance further
research.

3

CHAPTER 2. Literature Review
A literature review was written to analyze existing and newly identified strategies
regarding risk-based construction inspection. A web-based search was conducted to
evaluate various departments of transportation and procedures used for construction
inspection prioritization as well as quality control and assurance.

2.1.

Web-Based Search
Initial research reviewed states’ Department of Transportation (DOT) manuals and

guidelines for current inspection practices and protocols. Through web searches, twentytwo states were found to have some extent of a risk-based inspection protocol. Table 2.1
groups the states based on similarities between their inspection plans.

4

Table 2.1: State Inspection Programs
Risk analysis strategy

States that implement the
strategy

Table that associates material with
testing frequency and specifications

California, Ohio, Texas, Vermont,

Tier system that designates each
construction activity with a risk level
and testing frequency

California, Ohio, Texas, Vermont,

Mentions who is responsible for
determining the amount of inspection
but no other specifications given.

Nebraska, Vermont, Washington

Annual risk based model that evaluates
quality of construction

New Hampshire

Determines the level of experience for
the resident engineer using a risk
matrix. The engineer then leads a risk
analysis team

Utah

Arkansas, Connecticut, Delaware,
Hawaii, Maryland, Michigan,
Missouri, Montana, Nevada,
Oklahoma, South Carolina, Texas,
Utah, Vermont, Virginia, West
Virginia

As seen in the Table 2.1, most state’s inspection protocols are condensed into a table
which links construction materials with their testing frequencies based on that material’s
specifications. This system looks specifically at the construction material, but does not
necessarily address the risk of the construction activity itself. The second most common
procedure was found to be a tier level system. Various activities were categorized into a
specific level that indicates the risk-level associated with that activity. The California
Construction Quality Assurance Program Manual, Ohio Construction Administration
Manual of Procedures, The Texas Design-Build Quality Assurance Program
Implementation Guide, and Vermont Quality Assurance Program all have tier systems of
three or four levels. Each state’s protocol can be seen in the next four figures.
5

•Catastrophic
•Failure would likely cause death or serious injury
Tier 1 •Continuous inspection (80-100% of time) required
Safety
Failure would create a safety hazard for employees or the public
Tier 2 Complex items require continuous inspection, non-complex items require intermittent
inspection (30-80% of time)
•Interruptive service
Tier 3 •Failure may cause an interruption of service or environmental impact
•Intermittent inspection required (up to 30% of time)
Monetary
Failure will cause monetary loss only
Tier 4
Benchmark inspection required

Figure 2.1: California Inspection Frequency Tier System

Tier 1

•Full Time Inspection
•During construction, item is continously inspected
•Failure could result in catastrophy

Tier 2

•Intermittent Inspection
•Item is inspected as needed (typically once per day)
•Failure would affect environmental complicance or delay the project

Tier 3

•End Project Inspection
•Affects of failure are minimal in terms of the project

Figure 2.2: Ohio Inspection Frequency Tier System

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

High Frequency Testing
Sufficiently powerful statistical analyses
•Intermediate Testing Frequency
•Independent Verification for materials that are secondary indicators of
performance
•Limited Testing Frequency
•Few QA tests required for compliance

Figure 2.3: Texas Inspection Frequency Tier System
6

Tier 1

• Level 1
• FHWA money
• FHWA Project of Division Interest

•Level 2
•High risk project
Tier 2 •State construction money

Tier 3

• Level 3
• Lower risk project
• Not maintained by Vermont Agency of Transportation

Tier 4

• Level 4
• State maintainance money and other projects
• Enhancement projects

Figure 2.4: Vermont Inspection Frequency Tier System
California, Ohio, and Texas all have similar tiers which determine a project’s
inspection frequency based on the level of risk associated with the failure of that activity.
Vermont’s tier system is different in that the level determination is based on the roadway
system the project is on, the funding source, and the risk to the public. Therefore, the levels
are not solely based on risk, instead, monetary impact due to failure appears to hold greater
power.
2.1.1. Utah
The Utah Construction Manual of Instruction was unique in that risk level is
determined using a matrix system, one other state uses a similar system but will be
discussed later. Utah’s system states that the Project Manager initiates the risk analysis
process by holding a workshop where the risks of the project, the probability of occurrence,
the impact of failure, and a mitigation strategy are determined. A Resident Engineer and
crew is then selected for the project by using the Resident Engineering Risk Assignment
Matrix. The risk matrix is an excel template in which different risk factors are ranked from
7

one to five, five being more critical, one being less critical. For each factor, a one, three,
and five are defined. For example, traffic control complexity is a factor with a one defined
as “Low complexity, shoulder closure only,” a three is defined as “Medium Complexity,
daytime lane closures,” and a five is defined as “High Complexity, full road closure.” Other
examples of factors include safety concerns, economic impact, schedule, etc. Once all
factors are assigned a value, the sum determines the Project Experience Level, the Resident
Engineer must have this level of experience. Categories include minimal, medium, high,
and expert, where minimal is 0-2 years of experience and expert is 15+ years of experience.
2.1.2. Indiana
The other state that utilizes a risk matrix system is Indiana. The INDOT Construction
Inspection Priorities focuses on categorizing each construction activity then assigning a
risk value to that activity using their risk matrix. Through specifications and QA reports, a
list of construction activities was compiled. Failures were categorized as either having
micro- or macro-consequences. Micro-consequences are small issues such as cracking of
asphalt. Several micro-consequences could lead to a macro-consequence such as shortterm failure or reduced design life. Surveys were then sent out to professionals in 23
different states asking them to assign a risk number to each activity. The surveys asked
professionals to rate: one, the severity of the consequences of inspection not meeting
requirements and two, the likelihood of inspection not meeting requirements. These two
questions were ranked 1 to 3 and the 3x3 matrix shown in Figure 2.5 shows how they
determined the risk of each activity.
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Figure 2.5: Matrix Index of Risk (Risk-Based Prioritization of Construction
Inspection)
The activities were then grouped into four main categories: earthwork, PCCP, HMA
pavement, and bridge decks. Using the matrix, each construction activity was categorized
as either high, medium-high, medium, medium-low or low risk. By linking the risk value
and specifications, frequencies of inspection were associated with each activity. The endresult included a table with the construction activity, its priority, macro-consequences due
to missed/reduced inspection, critical items to be watched, and frequency of inspection.
2.1.3. Texas
A different approach to identifying the number of inspectors needed can be seen in the
Assessment of TxDOT Staffing for Project Development and Construction, and Project
Backlog Analysis which evaluated the full-time equivalent (FTE) staffing needs for the
development and construction of projects. Their research evaluated the Construction
Engineering Costs which were broken up into salaries, indirect costs, and services to
calculate the number of inspectors needed per project. The CE costs were estimated to be
5.6% of the total construction cost. The CE costs were then spread over the project’s
9

timeframe, then divided by the average salary of an inspector. This value gave the amount
of inspectors needed per month.
2.1.4. Use of Construction Engineering Inspections
As the number of DOT employees continue to decrease, outsourcing has become a
common practice. The University of Colorado Boulder evaluated Construction
Engineering Inspections (CEI’s) by DOT’s in 2013. The study determined the frequency
that states use CEI’s, the costs and benefits of utilizing CEI’s, and the type of work most
CEI’s are hired to perform. The study found that Michigan and Florida award the largest
amount of CEI contracts (350 and 323). Classifying these two states as outliers, it was
found that the average number of CEI contracts awarded during the year per state was 23.
The number of CEI’s awarded by each state can be seen in the chart below.
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Figure 2.6: Number of CEI Contracts Awarded by State (Construction Engineering
Inspections Services Guidebook)
The study also analyzed which activities CEI’s were most frequently hired to inspect.
The top three included construction work, scheduling, and change orders. The following
chart shows the frequency data that the study collected.
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Figure 2.7: Frequency of Inspection Activities Performed by CEI’s (Construction
Engineering Inspection Services Guidebook)
2.2.

QA/QC Programs for Kentucky
Quality assurance programs define the standards for various construction activities.

Therefore, several QA/QC programs were evaluated in an attempt to find information
regarding the creation of these programs and their effectiveness with hopes that the
information would relate to risk-based inspection. The current QA/QC program for
concrete specifications in the state of Kentucky was evaluated in the Development of
Concrete QC/QA Specifications for Highway Construction in Kentucky. To create the
current program, quantitative values were formulated to represent the economic impact
associated with the quality of the finished product. Using statistical modeling, the
12

probability of accepting defective samples can be estimated, a specification was therefore
created to identify what variance would allow for the sample to still be accepted. This
process relates to risk-based inspection since a quantity is being connected to an activity
allowing for decisions to be made based on that quantity. This process is different from
risk-based inspection, however, because risk-based inspection is not evaluating specific
materials and their likelihood of failure, but rather the overall implementation of the
material and the quality of work in handling of the material. Therefore, it is difficult to test
the quality of work in the same way that QA/QC tests can be performed on material
samples.
The QC/QA: Evaluation of Effectiveness in Kentucky, focuses on evaluating the current
process rather than analyzing its origin as did the previous research. The conclusion of the
study includes recommendations such as adding more training for inspectors, better defined
responsibilities for the collection and handling of lab and field specimens, use of a data
base for performance tracking, more non-invasive and non-destructive material testing, and
the implementation of bonuses or penalties.

2.3.

QA/QC Programs
Further review of current QA/QC practices can be found in Optimal Procedures for

Quality Assurance Specifications, which focused specifically on creating a strategic guide
for creating and altering QA/QC specifications. Regarding inspection testing and
frequency, it is recommended that less frequent testing be required for continuous
activities, but activities with frequent interruptions should require greater amounts of
testing. Statistics were then used to evaluate the risk of wrongly rejecting or accepting a
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material given the test results. A final recommendation is that positive incentives should
be utilized more often to improve construction quality.
Another analysis of the extensity of QA/QC programs in various states was studied in
Qualifying Items of Work for End-Result Specifications. The following table was created
which gives an overview of which activities different states have a quality assurance
program for. The table not only identifies which states have certain QA/QC programs, but
also groups several construction activities into main categories.

Figure 2.8: QC/QA Items by State (Qualifying Items of Work for End-Result
Specifications)
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2.4.

Summary of Literature Review
Many commonalities between states’ procedures were identified during this literature

review, a few are described in the following. Nearly all states utilized a chart to link
inspection activities with the frequency it needs to be tested and the standards for the tests.
While several of these charts only pertained to material testing, state’s such as Indiana
prove that these tables can be created for construction activities as well. The process of
collecting the data and creating said chart stems from specifications and surveys from
experts. Assigning a quantity was also found to be common, associating an activity with a
value makes it simpler to match with a severity. Assigning these numbers is most
commonly done by using some sort of matrix, using surveys from professionals, or creating
a statistical model. These commonalities have shown to be simple and efficient in
organizing work procedures. These are the main models that have a similar purpose to
Risk-Based Construction Inspection and will be used for this research.

15

CHAPTER 3. District Surveys and Heat Charts
Risk levels for various inspection activities can vary between states, districts,
topography, and more. To collect more information on associated risk, surveys were sent
to all twelve districts in the state of Kentucky. Surveys were deemed the best tool to use at
the beginning of the project because gave a baseline for Kentucky specific data and directly
represents KYTC employees’ opinions. Surveys can be used to transfer the knowledge of
experienced staffers to less seasoned employees for future use. After the collection of this
information, it was utilized in the development of strategies and programs for risk-based
inspection. Two surveys were sent to experienced staffers at each of the twelve districts.
At least one survey from each of the districts was completed and sent back. The data was
then collected and used to make visual aids that express the information collected as well
as tools for staffers.

3.1.

Definition of Risk

Risk is defined by The Project Management Body of Knowledge as “an uncertain event
or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive or negative effect on a project’s objectives.”
While this is the foundation description used for this project, a more detailed definition was
needed to measure risk, assign a “risk-ranking,” and prioritize activities. Four factors were
identified to evaluate and define risk:
1.

Safety - refers to the safety of workers and motorists during construction and the
ultimate safety to motorists (and pedestrians if applicable) of the completed project.

2.

Quality - refers to the potential impact on finished product quality and the potential
negative effect on functionality of the overall project.
16

3.

Time - refers to the potential negative impact on project completion and possibility
for major delays leading to claims

4.

Cost - refers to initial cost, percentage of total project cost, and cost to “remove and
replace” should unacceptable deficiencies in finished product be discovered after work
is completed.
Risk is a compilation of the four factors above, as they are interdependent and all impact

risk. These four factors were provided to the survey respondent to assist in risk ranking of
each construction activity.
The term work type event was used to define different construction inspection
activities. A work type event is a single continuous operation that is part of a construction
project. A single event consists of an entire working crew (or crews), which is part of the
Contractor workforce, completing a particular phase of a construction project. An example
of a work type event is constructing an embankment-in-place from Point A to Point B
through subgrade. It is assumed work progresses sequentially through individual work
items and that inspection is performed by a single inspection crew throughout (with support
staff as needed). For larger projects where work may be performed at multiple locations
concurrently each work location is defined as a separate work type event.

3.2.

Creation of Surveys
Four project types were identified including new road construction of expansion,

roadway rehabilitation and resurfacing, new or replaced bridge, and bridge rehabilitation.
The major work and project types were chosen to accurately represent the work performed
by KYTC as well as correspond to ongoing national research. Respondents were asked to
17

evaluate the risk of each work type under each of the four project types and to assign each
a risk level 1 to 5 with 1 being low risk and 5 being high risk.

Figure 3.1: Risk-Ranking Survey
The survey was sent to two employees at each of the twelve districts. These staffers
were hand-selected because of their years of experience with KYTC and vast knowledge
of the industry.

3.3.

Survey Results and Heat Charts
The survey results were compiled and the averages can be found in Figure 3.2. Each

individual survey can be found in the appendix. The specialized team on this project
evaluated the results from the surveys and found them to be within the expected range.
18

Therefore, it was assumed that no errors were made in the process of collecting the data. A
statistical analysis was performed to compare the National and Kentucky data. It was found
that there was no statistical significance, proving the two sets of data came from the same
population.

Figure 3.2: Result Averages from the KYTC District Surveys
The surveys and heat maps were grouped multiple times by distinguishing traits
including region and population. Region was broken into West, Central, and Eastern and
was determined mainly by topographic commonalities. The majority of the Western
Region is located in the Mississippi flood plain characterized by its flat lands and many
water bodies. For this study, the Western Region includes districts 1, 2, 3, and 4. The
Central Region has rolling hills and karst terrain and includes districts 5, 6, 7, and 8.
Finally, the Eastern Region is identified by its’ mountainous terrain which creates large
rock cuts on highway projects which are subject to flash flooding. The Eastern Region
includes districts 9, 10, 11, and 12.
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Population groupings were divided into rural, urban, and suburban. For this grouping,
districts were broken down even further seeing as some districts have areas that fall into
multiple groups. In these cases, the two surveys were separated into different groups based
on the respondents’ area of expertise. The Rural group includes districts 1, 2, 9, 10, 11, 12,
and a response from 8. The Urban group includes region 5 and a response from region 6
and 7. Kentucky’s major cities including Louisville, Lexington, and Covington/Northern
KY determined which districts were categorized as urban. The Suburban group includes
districts 3, 4, and a response from districts 6, 7, and 8. Cities such as Bowling Green,
Owensboro, Somerset, and suburbs of large cities were included. The district breakdown
for the state of Kentucky can be seen in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Kentucky Transportation Cabinet Highway Districts

Heat maps were used to summarize and visually express the results. The heat maps
reorganized work types by the associated risk found with the surveys. Red represents
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higher risk and is associated with a five on the risk-scale. Green represents a low risk and
represents a one or two on the risk-scale. The heat map summary can be seen in Figure 3.4
and includes the data from the survey summary. The Eastern Region and Urban heat maps
are provided as examples in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. The extensive lists of heat maps can be
found in the appendix.

Figure 3.4: Heat Map Summary
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Figure 3.5: Eastern Region Heat Map
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Figure 3.6: Urban Area Heat Map
The four project types included New Road Construction or Expansion, Roadway
Rehabilitation & Resurfacing, Bridge-New or Replacement, and Bridge Rehabilitation.
Each of the project types for each grouping was compared. Additional heat maps were
created for each project type to compare the different risk association depending on the
grouping/area and can be seen in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Summary Heat Map for New Construction or Expansion
The heat maps are useful in highlighting areas of higher risk. For example, the Eastern
Region as compared to the summary has more red and less green, indicating the greater
risk level associated with inspections in that area due to the difficulties presented by the
terrain. The Urban area has more green and less red than the summary heat map. The work
items that have lower risk levels are items that are easily accessible in larger cities with
more precautions and are more commonly performed as compared to a rural area.
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Conclusions such as these can be found through the heat charts making them beneficial to
KYTC management.
The heat maps are important for visualizing risk associations and are valuable for the
Cabinet to see the areas that present difficulties for different districts. The heat maps allow
quick identification of higher risk work items and help to guide inspection FTE criteria.
This knowledge can also help develop training for field employees. As this project
continued, the heat charts were used as references to determine Levels of Inspection
Presence.
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CHAPTER 4. Levels of Inspection Presence
The five risks categories defined along with other factors, such as complexity of tasks
and length of activity, lead to the identification of acceptable Levels of Inspection Presence
(LoIP). The LoIP is useful for determining inspector assignments and the need for support
staff. This tool is another way to categorize work items into useful grouping that guide
inspectors’ time and prioritization. Since KYTC covers a large number of projects at any
given time, this categorization will help identify staffing needs based on the inspector
presence that is expected at each individual work item. With reduced staff numbers, these
levels will act as standards for all of KYTC to more efficiently allocate inspectors and
organize their schedules. The LoIP is an additional element that will help determine when,
where, and for how long staffing is needed.

4.1.

Levels of Inspection Presence Defined
Five levels on inspection presence were defined to cover a wide range of attendance

and fulfill every variation of work item requirements. The five levels include full-time,
routine, milestone, random, and sporadic. Each level is described below.
Full-Time Inspection:
1. KYTC inspectors are present at all times the Contractor is working.
2. Reserved for work items carrying medium-high to high risk.
3. Example of an appropriate work item: Pouring Concrete Bridge Deck
Routine Inspection:
1. KYTC inspectors are present at different times and for varying durations
throughout a Contractor’s typical workday. Inspectors are on hand at least once a
day to examine work and are present during the initiation and closeout of each work
item.
2. Reserved for work items having medium to medium-high risk.
3. A Section Office may adopt this level of effort when it 1) has multiple projects
running concurrently and lacks the resources to have a full-time inspection presence
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at each, and 2) the projects are in close enough proximity that inspectors can divide
their time between projects.
4. Example of an appropriate work item: Ditching and Clearing & Grubbing
Milestone Inspection:
1. KYTC inspectors are present when the construction of individual work items or
groups of items is completed or work reaches a milestone. Milestones are mutually
agreed to by KYTC and the Contractor.
2. The Contractor may not proceed with the next step in the work item(s) until the
milestone inspection has been completed and KYTC issues acceptance of the work.
Inspectors are present during the initiation and closeout for individual work items.
3. Not recommended for work types classified medium-high to high risk.
4. Example of an appropriate project: Placing Rebar. Inspect and accept before
allowing concrete to be placed.
Random Inspection:
•
•
•

KYTC inspectors visit project sites on a random schedule. Inspections may be
scheduled 1) using a random number generator, or 2) based on the availability
inspection resources and type of work being performed.
Reserved for times when there are insufficient inspection resources to support more
frequent inspections and for work items classified as low to medium-low risk.
Example of an appropriate project: Fence Installation

Sporadic Inspection:
1.
2.
3.

Best suited to work items using performance-based acceptance methods. Quality
Assurance responsibilities are shifted to the Contractor.
This type of inspection implies the work item(s) are under the Contractor’s
warranty, which is established to ensure the work will meet performance criteria
for a defined amount of time.
Example of an appropriate project: Seeding

These five levels largely vary in time required on-site, it is unlikely that the KYTC
would use sporadic inspection levels because of quality assurance. There is also a concern
that if a work type is labeled sporadic, these projects would not be made a priority. Due to
the declining number of FTE’s, it is likely that inspection of these projects would
continuously get delayed which increases the likelihood of a need for re-work. However,
sporadic inspection levels were used in this study for completeness.
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4.2.

Levels of Inspection Presence Chart

A color-coordinated chart was created to express the LoIP expected with each work
type. The headings and subheadings are the Major Work Types that were used in the
surveys. The Major Work Types are then broken down into individual Work Items. Work
items with higher risk were assigned full-time inspection while ones with low risk were
assigned sporadic, random, or milestone levels of inspection. The same color pallet used
on the heat charts is used for this chart as well. Representing higher risk items that require
full time presence with red and lower risk items that require less inspection presence with
green.
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Figure 4.1: Levels of Inspection Presence Chart

4.3.

Staffing Guidance Tool
The LoIP chart was used to create the Staffing Guidance Tool which serves as a general

roadmap to inspectors and staffing personnel. The Staffing Guidance Tool presents the
recommended staffing amount and level of expertise as well as the inspection presence. It
also gives a checklist of certifications required for the inspectors and the recommended
training for the inspection of each individual work item. The staffing guidance tool was
created through analyzing each work type event and the associated risk. The level of risk
and the complexity of the work type determined the number and expertise of the inspectors.
Higher risk items were designated more experienced staffers and a larger number of
inspectors. Figure 4.2 shows an example of the Staffing Guidance Tool for Temporary
Traffic Control. One mid-level inspector is to be fully or routinely present based on the
work item and must be a certified Work Zone Traffic Control Technician and is encouraged
to have the training presented in the last column to be fully prepared for the inspection. The
full Staffing Guidance Tool can be seen in the Appendix.
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Figure 4.2: Staffing Guidance Tool for Temporary Traffic Control
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CHAPTER 5. Inspection Checklists
The purpose of this project is to create tools that can be used for KYTC both in the
office and on the job site. Inspectors have multiple projects and are responsible for dozens
of work items. To help organize the responsibilities and expectations for each of these
items, the Inspection Checklists were proposed. The checklists provide an overview of each
work item and its’ requirements. This tool serves to establish general procedures and
standards for inspection of each work item. The checklist serves as just that, a checklist, to
ensure inspectors have hit all key points in the operation. The expected outcome of the
checklists is to foster a more efficient inspection process with fewer steps skipped or
forgotten.

5.1.

Inspection Checklist Template
Each individual work item presented in the LoIP chart has a designated checklist.

Included is a description of the work item, key inspection elements, level of inspection
presence, inspector experience and type, measurement and payment, and resources.
The Description is meant to give a general overview of the task at hand and is a
compilation of information from the KYTC Standard Specifications, Construction
Guidance Manual, the experienced project team members, and other various online
sources. It also gives general expectations of the contractor’s duties.
Key Inspection Elements is the main checklist of items to complete in order to properly
inspect the activity. The Level of Inspection Presence is in reference to the LoIP chart. The
work item is designated one of the five inspection levels previously described and assigned.
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Inspector Experience refers to the number of years in the field of practice and broken
into the same three categories as Construction Engineering Inspection contracts. An Entry
Level (TET-I) has 6 years of experience with combined work and education, a Mid-Level
Inspector (TET-II) has 8 years of experience, and a Senior Level Inspector (TET-III) has
10 years of experience or more. More experienced inspectors would clearly be assigned
higher risk activities while an entry level employee will be most efficient with lower risk
activities.
Measurement and Payment identifies the materials and services that will be quantified
by the KYTC and the unit of measurement. This section highlights important
considerations for the inspector. The Resources section provides additional documents that
elaborate on the topics discussed throughout the checklist and more detailed descriptions
of the inspector’s duties for that work item. The template for the inspection checklists can
be seen in Figure 5.1, it was used as a guide when creating a checklist for each work type.
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Figure 5.1: The Inspection Checklist Template

5.2.

Website
A website has been created to serve as a living document that compiles the various

tools that have been presented. The tools can be easily referenced by the inspector on any
device including a tablet or phone, making it easy to use in the field. The website will not
only include the checklists, but also the LoIP and Staffing Guidance Tool. The website in
beneficial for both on-site and in-office staffers. It provides resources that establish
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standards for inspection. Standard practices ensure staffers are on the same page and will
hopefully result in more efficient processes. These resources were created to be quick
checks which is why they are generally kept to less than a few pages and are mostly visuals.
The website promotes use of proper inspection techniques and allows easy access to
informative resources.
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CHAPTER 6. Case Studies
Two case studies are being used as a proof of concept to compare the recommended
staffing level determined in this project to the actual number, and will further be used to
edit and expand the Staffing Guidance Tool. The first case study is a complex Design Build
that is utilizing consultant inspection services. The second case study is looking at a section
office that utilizes only in-house inspection forces. The work inspected for these projects
have been collected for a designated time period of approximately three months. Without
knowing the actual staffing level used on the project, the staffing team for this project
determines a recommended inspection number based on the tools created. The comparison
between expected number and actual number will be further utilized as research continues.
The results will be discussed with Project Managers and used to evaluate the existing tools
as well as create future tools. The case study is in the beginning stages but the research
reported in this project will continue to expand as the studies progress.
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CHAPTER 7. Conclusions
The Risk-Based Construction Inspection project began as an extension of the Synthesis
450 NCHRP study on State Transportation Agencies increasing workload and decreasing
work force. Decaying infrastructure has plagued the United States in recent decades and
has created additional work for STA’s on top of the standard workload. Increased workload
has been coupled with a decrease of experienced staff members due to expert staffers
retiring or joining the private sector. The total number of employees at STA’s has also been
reduced.
Construction Inspection in particular has suffered from the current circumstances. The
importance of standardizing and recording protocols has become apparent. It is also
important to create tools that systematically prioritize inspection activities. An analysis of
other industries has proven that risk-based inspection is an effective prioritization strategy.
A literature review of current state practices showed that twenty-two states have some
sort of protocol for construction inspection prioritization. California, Texas, Ohio, and
Vermont’s policies aligned most similarly to the goals and anticipated outcomes of this
project. The four states use a tier system that designates each construction activity with a
risk level and testing frequency. Data was collected that assigned a risk-value to various
activities that then lead to a better understanding of the frequency of inspection and the
level of priority.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet created the Risk-Based Construction Inspection
project to analyze Kentucky specific data and create a system for inspectors and
management to utilize. The team sent out a survey to experienced staff members in each of
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the twelve Kentucky districts to collect data. The survey asked staffers to associate a risk
from one to five with various work items. The survey data was compiled and used to create
various tools.
Heat Charts were created that associate a color with the risk-level and visually represent
the data collected. The expectation is that the Heat Charts will be useful for management
when allocating resources as well as help to predict and prevent complications.
Five Levels of Inspection Presence were defined and range from Full-Time Inspection
Presence to Sporadic Inspection Presence. A Level of Inspection Presence Chart was
assembled that assigned the inspection presence level to each work item based on the
associated risk. The Staffing Guidance Tool was then created to present in a table the work
item, inspection presence, inspector experience level and number, and suggested
certifications/trainings for the inspector.
One of the main goals of the project was to provide resources for inspectors to help
guide inspection and document responsibilities. Inspection Checklists were created to
fulfill this goal. Inspection Checklists have been made for each work type and provide
inspectors with a one-sheet, easy-to-follow guide. The checklist includes a description of
the work item, level of inspection presence, inspector experience, a list of items to check,
materials and payments recorded by KYTC, and finally a list of more in-depth resources
for that work item.
All of the tools created in the Risk-Based Inspection Project have been compiled and
are have been made easily accessible on a KYTC website. Inspectors can easily pull up the
inspection checklist or another tool on their device. It was incredibly important to make
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convenient and simple tools that clearly provide the necessary information needed to
perform a high quality and efficient inspection.
The next phase for this research project is testing the tools that have been made through
case studies. Two case studies have begun that study three-month time frames. One case
study is analyzing a project using strictly consultant inspection services while the other is
using all in-house inspectors. The case studies will allow the team to expand and edit the
tools that have been created to better serve the KYTC.
Finally, recommendations for future studies include expanding risk-based analyses to
asset management of highway infrastructure, using risk-based construction inspection to
develop a programmed construction tool, and the impacts of risk-based construction on
estimating the costs of highway construction.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1. Survey Summaries Per District
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APPENDIX 2. Risk-Based Ranking for Inspection Full Summary
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APPENDIX 3. Risk-Based Ranking for Inspection by Region
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APPENDIX 4. Risk-Based Ranking for Inspection by Population
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APPENDIX 5. Risk-Based Ranking for Inspection by Project Type and Region
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APPENDIX 6. Risk-Based Ranking Heat Charts for Inspection by Project Type and
Population
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APPENDIX 7. Risk-Based Ranking for Inspection by Project Type
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APPENDIX 8. Levels of Inspection Presence
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APPENDIX 9. Levels of Inspection Presence Chart
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APPENDIX 10. Staffing Guidance Tool
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APPENDIX 11. Inspection Checklist Drafts for Bridge Construction and
Rehabilitation: Other Structure Work Items
Inspection Checklist: Cleaning & Painting Steel Bridges
Description:
Begin by cleaning and preparing all surfaces to be painted and protect the
structure against damage that could occur. Carefully and thoughtfully control pedestrian
and vehicular traffic. Paint all structural steel surfaces and other exposed metal surfaces
that may exist within the limits of the project, including handrails, guardrails, cables, wire
fence, light fixtures, metal flooring, and other metal appurtenances.
Key Inspection Elements:
Level of Inspection Presence: Milestone
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Lump Sum
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: RCB Culverts
Description:
A reinforced concrete channel placed under a roadway or obstruction so that the water can
flow to the other side.
Key Inspection Elements:
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Concrete – [Cubic Yards]
Steel Reinforcement – [Linear Feet]
Structure Excavation – When Foundation Preparation is not listed as a bid
Item [Cubic Yards]
Removal of Existing Structure – when a bid item is listed in the proposal
[Quantity]
Headwall – [Quantity]
Inspection Resources:
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APPENDIX 12. Inspection Checklist Drafts for Bridge Construction and
Rehabilitation: Structural Foundation
Inspection Checklist: Bearing Piles
Description:
Bearing piles are used to support structures when dependable foundation materials are
deep below the ground surface making spread footers impractical. The piles transfer
loads from the structure foundation to the bearing material. Bearing piles are most
commonly steel H sections driven to Practical Refusal using hammers, leads, followers,
or jets.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key Inspection Elements
Verify pile layout and orientation from plans.
Check if predrilling and/or pile points are required. Will be on plans.
Check heat numbers against signed mill test reports for all piles and splice plates.
Inspect all welded pile splices to ensure they are performed as per Standard Drawings
and performed by certified welders
Alternate Steel Splice.
Ensure Contractor provides accurate and complete information on pile hammer to
determine Practical Refusal.
Be careful not to damage piles by driving in excess of Practical Refusal.
If Load Test is required discuss thoroughly with Contractor prior to starting work
Complete Pile Record on plans and submit to Division of Structural Design
Level of Inspection Presence: Full
Inspector Experience: Senior Level
Measurement: Piles – of total length [Linear Feet]
Pile Point – when included as a bid item [Quantity]
Test Piles – that are used as a pile [Quantity]
Load Tests – when required

•
•
•
•
•

Inspection Resources:
Specifications Section 605
Specifications Section 812.01.01(A) – Material Requirements
Specifications 606.01 – Welding Structural Steel (pile splices)
Standard Drawing Pile Splice
https://transportation.ky.gov/OrganizationalResources/Policy%20Manuals%20Library/Construction.pdf
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Inspection Checklist: Cofferdams/Sheet Piling
Description:
A cofferdam is a temporary structure constructed to keep water and soil out of
excavations in which bridge piers or other substructures are to be built. Normally,
cofferdams are dewatered so that the substructure can be built un dry conditions. After
the substructure s have been completed, the cofferdam is removed. Most cofferdams
are constructed of driven sheet piling with steel bracing, or rings, at designed locations.
The contractor will provide a cofferdam design that is reviewed and approved by
KYTC.
Key Inspection Elements
• Review design submitted by Contractor for completeness. Review for
adequate clearance to accommodate footer and sufficient detail of
connection types.
• Ensure cofferdam design has been approved by CO Construction.
• Inspect the sheet piling to be sure it is not damaged and conforms to the
approved design.
• Check location of bracing rings against approved design.
• Visually inspect any welded connections.
• Check for water leakage on a regular basis.
• If cofferdam does not appear safe DO NOT go in until the safety has been
verified.
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Cofferdams – only if included as a bid item [Lump]
If not included as a bid item, payment is included in one of the following:
Common Structure Excavation – [Cubic Yards]
Structure Excavation Solid Rock – [Cubic Yards]
Structure Excavation Unclassified – [Cubic Yards]
Foundation Preparation – [Lump Sum}
Inspection Resources:
• Specifications Section 603.03.06 – Cofferdams
• Construction Guidance Manual - Cofferdams
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Inspection Checklist: Drilled Shafts
Description:
A drilled shaft is type of deep foundation which is constructed by placing fresh concrete
in a drilled hole or shaft. Concern for scour of pile foundations has made drilled shafts
a more popular foundation choice. Drilled shafts allow for deep foundations to be
constructed without needing a cofferdam.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Review plans early for reinforcement details and dimensions
• The Contract Proposal may contain a special note covering subsurface
exploration, material requirements, submittals, construction methods, and
payment details.
• Refer to plans to determine if steel casing is to be removed after placing
concrete or left in place
• Ensure reinforcing steel is properly supported during placement of
concrete
• Ensure no water or sludge is present if concrete is to be placed in a dry
condition
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Drilled Shafts – [As per Plans or Special Note. Most Common is Linear
Feet]
Inspection Resources:
• Special Note if included in plans or proposal
• Specifications
• Construction Guidance Manual -
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Inspection Checklist: Formwork
Description:
The temporary mold that concrete is poured and formed in. Host a pre-pout meeting
whenever the work will involve placing bridge slab concrete, concrete pumping, or trial
batches. Be sure to clean the inside surfaces of forms of all dirt, mortar, and foreign
material. Thoroughly coat forms with oil before use. Do not deposit concrete in forms
until completing all work connected with constructing the forms, placing all materials
required to be embedded in the concrete for the unit to be poured, and the Engineer has
inspected forms and materials. Control the rate of depositing concrete in forms to
prevent over stressing the forms.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Milestone
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Concrete – according to the dimensions specified in the plans [Cubic
Yards]
Mass Concrete – concrete actually placed [Cubic Yards]
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Friction Piles
Description:
Friction piles transfer load to the soil strata through the resistance from the surface of
the piles. The Engineer will evaluate the nominal resistance using the Modified Gates
dynamic formula unless the contract documents contain a provision to use another
method to establish driving criteria.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Full
Inspector Experience: Senior Level
Measurement: Piles – of total length [Linear Feet]
Pile Point – when included as a bid item [Quantity]
Test Piles – that are used as a pile [Quantity]
Load Tests – when required
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Placing Concrete
Description:
Concrete consists of cement, fine aggregate, coarse aggregate, and water, with
admixtures as specified. Keep record of the materials, material proportions, equipment,
sampling, and construction methods to ensure that the concrete produced conforms to
the Contract.
Key Inspection Elements:
1.1 Review plans for Concrete Class, location, and estimated quantity. Normally
Class A for substructure and Class AA for superstructure
2.1 Make sure concrete plant is approved
3.1 Discuss placement method with Contractor
4.1 Inspect forms & rebar PRIOR to Contractor ordering concrete
5.1 Ensure concrete is vibrated properly to provide consolidation of the mix
6.1 Consult 5-day weather forecast to determine proper cure
7.1 Consult Spec Book for proper cure method and curing time
8.1 Review plans and Specifications to determine if ordinary surface finish,
masonry coating finish, or floated surface finish is required
Level of Inspection Presence: Full
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Concrete – measured as per dimensions specified in the plans [Cubic
Yards]
Steel Reinforcement – [Pounds]
Masonry Coating – [Square Yards]
Mass Concrete – concrete that is actually placed [Cubic Yards]
Inspection Resources:
• Specifications - Section 601 Placing Concrete
• Specifications - Section 801 Cement (Materials)
• Construction Guidance Manual - Concrete
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Inspection Checklist: Rebar Placement
Description:
Reinforcing steel is placed in concrete to resist stresses due to flexure, shear, tension,
compression, as well as temperature changes. The furnishing and placement of steel
reinforcement should comply with Section 602 of the Standard Specifications and
material should conform to Section 811. This includes all supports, tie wire, and
connection devices required for placement. The location of reinforcing steel will be
detailed on the structure plans.
Key Inspection Elements
Obtain tags and mill test reports when steel arrives on jobsite.
Visually inspect all rebar for damage prior to accepting. This is especially important
for epoxy coated rebar which should not contain cracked or cut epoxy.
Ensure rebar is stored properly. It should be kept off the ground in bundles. Epoxy
coated rebar should be adequately protected from UV.
Inspect all in-place rebar BEFORE contractor orders concrete. Pay special attention to
epoxy coating.
Splices (including mechanical couplers) should be as shown on the plans or as
approved.
Measure in-place rebar to ensure required concrete cover as per plans.
Level of Inspection Presence: Milestone
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Steel Reinforcement – [Pounds]
Steel Reinforcement, Epoxy Coated – [Pounds]
Mechanical Couplers – installed in the complete structure [Individual
Unit]
Inspection Resources:
Specifications Section 602 – Steel Reinforcement
Specifications Section 811 – Steel Reinforcement (Materials)
Construction Guidance Manual - Reinforcing Steel
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APPENDIX 13. Inspection Checklist Drafts for Bridge Construction and
Rehabilitation: Substructure
Inspection Checklist: Formwork
Description:
The temporary mold that concrete is poured and formed in. Host a pre-pout meeting
whenever the work will involve placing bridge slab concrete, concrete pumping, or trial
batches. Be sure to clean the inside surfaces of forms of all dirt, mortar, and foreign
material. Thoroughly coat forms with oil before use. Control the rate of depositing
concrete in forms to prevent over stressing the forms.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Milestone
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Concrete – according to the dimensions specified in the plans [Cubic
Yards]
Mass Concrete – concrete actually placed [Cubic Yards]
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Placing Concrete
Description:
Concrete consists of cement, fine aggregate, coarse aggregate, and water, with
admixtures as specified. Keep record of the materials, material proportions, equipment,
sampling, and construction methods to ensure that the concrete produced conforms to
the Contract.
Key Inspection Elements:
9.1 Review plans for Concrete Class, location, and estimated quantity. Normally
Class A for substructure and Class AA for superstructure
10.1 Make sure concrete plant is approved
11.1 Discuss placement method with Contractor
12.1 Inspect forms & rebar PRIOR to Contractor ordering concrete
13.1 Ensure concrete is vibrated properly to provide consolidation of the mix
14.1 Consult 5-day weather forecast to determine proper cure
15.1 Consult Spec Book for proper cure method and curing time
16.1 Review plans and Specifications to determine if ordinary surface finish,
masonry coating finish, or floated surface finish is required
Level of Inspection Presence: Full
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Concrete – measured as per dimensions specified in the plans [Cubic
Yards]
Steel Reinforcement – [Pounds]
Masonry Coating – [Square Yards]
Mass Concrete – concrete that is actually placed [Cubic Yards]
Inspection Resources:
• Specifications - Section 601 Placing Concrete
• Specifications - Section 801 Cement (Materials)
• Construction Guidance Manual - Concrete
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APPENDIX 14. Inspection Checklist Drafts for Bridge Construction and
Rehabilitation: Superstructure
Inspection Checklist: Rebar Placement
Description:
Reinforcing steel is placed in concrete to resist stresses due to flexure, shear, tension,
compression, as well as temperature changes. The furnishing and placement of steel
reinforcement should comply with Section 602 of the Standard Specifications and
material should conform to Section 811. This includes all supports, tie wire, and
connection devices required for placement. The location of reinforcing steel will be
detailed on the structure plans.
Key Inspection Elements
Obtain tags and mill test reports when steel arrives on jobsite.
Visually inspect all rebar for damage prior to accepting. This is especially important
for epoxy coated rebar which should not contain cracked or cut epoxy.
Ensure rebar is stored properly. It should be kept off the ground in bundles. Epoxy
coated rebar should be adequately protected from UV.
Inspect all in-place rebar BEFORE contractor orders concrete. Pay special attention to
epoxy coating.
Splices (including mechanical couplers) should be as shown on the plans or as
approved.
Measure in-place rebar to ensure required concrete cover as per plans.
Level of Inspection Presence: Milestone
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Steel Reinforcement – [Pounds]
Steel Reinforcement, Epoxy Coated – [Pounds]
Mechanical Couplers – installed in the complete structure [Individual
Unit]
Inspection Resources:
Specifications Section 602 – Steel Reinforcement
Specifications Section 811 – Steel Reinforcement (Materials)
Construction Guidance Manual - Reinforcing Steel
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Inspection Checklist: Beam Placement
Description:
Check the beam tag to confirm the beam characteristics. The beam should be lifted with
a crane, and shifted until correctly placed. The erector should then bolt or weld the
beam in place before moving to the next beam. Be sure to check that all safety measures
are carried out.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Full
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Lump Sum – Not measured: miscellaneous metals, shop inspections,
inspection facilities and equipment, and material samples for mill authorization.
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Bolted Connection
Description:
Either punch or drill all holes for connections. Verify the required bolt length and use
properly calibrated wrenches to tighten bolts. Along with using calibrated wrenches,
use the Turn-of-Nut method to install bolts and perform Rotational-Capacity Tests once
installed.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Full
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Lump Sum – Not measured: miscellaneous metals, shop inspections,
inspection facilities and equipment, and material samples for mill authorization.
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Deck Repair
Description:

Consists of bridge deck restoration and waterproofing with latex overlays. Specific plans for bridge deck
repair should be included in the project plans. Place the concrete at temperatures between 45 and 85 degrees.
Use machine preparation to remove the concrete. Be sure to blast clean the entire area before beginning repairs,
then patch the area as specified.

Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Full
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Removal of Epoxy, Asphalt, and Foreign Overlay – [Square Yards]
Machine Preparation of Existing Slab – [Square Yards]
Concrete, Class M for Full-Depth Patching – [Cubic Yards]
Structural Steel Blast Cleaning – area of deck in direct contact with overlay [Square Yards]
Latex Modified Concrete Overlay – using theoretical volume from the
contract [Cubic Yards]
Latex Modified Concrete for Partial Depth Patching and variable thickness
of overlay - [Cubic Yards]
Epoxy-Sand Slurry – entire area covered [Square Yards]
Joint Sealing – [Linear Feet]
Hydrodemolition – when listed as a bid item [Square Yards]
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Erecting Structural Steel
Description:
Installing and assembling the steel components including columns, beams, plates, and
connections on-site. Using of a crane, steel erectors, and spotters should be utilized to
place and connect the steel to the existing components. Follow the erection plans, and
be sure to check that all safety measures are carried out.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Full
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Lump Sum – Not measured: miscellaneous metals, shop inspections,
inspection facilities and equipment, and material samples for mill authorization.
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Formwork
Description:
The temporary mold that concrete is poured and formed in. Host a pre-pout meeting
whenever the work will involve placing bridge slab concrete, concrete pumping, or trial
batches. Be sure to clean the inside surfaces of forms of all dirt, mortar, and foreign
material. Thoroughly coat forms with oil before use. Control the rate of depositing
concrete in forms to prevent over stressing the forms.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Milestone
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Concrete – according to the dimensions specified in the plans [Cubic
Yards]
Mass Concrete – concrete actually placed [Cubic Yards]
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Placing Concrete
Description:
Concrete consists of cement, fine aggregate, coarse aggregate, and water, with
admixtures as specified. Keep record of the materials, material proportions, equipment,
sampling, and construction methods to ensure that the concrete produced conforms to
the Contract.
Key Inspection Elements:
17.1 Review plans for Concrete Class, location, and estimated quantity.
Normally Class A for substructure and Class AA for superstructure
18.1 Make sure concrete plant is approved
19.1 Discuss placement method with Contractor
20.1 Inspect forms & rebar PRIOR to Contractor ordering concrete
21.1 Ensure concrete is vibrated properly to provide consolidation of the mix
22.1 Consult 5-day weather forecast to determine proper cure
23.1 Consult Spec Book for proper cure method and curing time
24.1 Review plans and Specifications to determine if ordinary surface finish,
masonry coating finish, or floated surface finish is required
Level of Inspection Presence: Full
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Concrete – measured as per dimensions specified in the plans [Cubic
Yards]
Steel Reinforcement – [Pounds]
Masonry Coating – [Square Yards]
Mass Concrete – concrete that is actually placed [Cubic Yards]
Inspection Resources:
• Specifications - Section 601 Placing Concrete
• Specifications - Section 801 Cement (Materials)
• Construction Guidance Manual - Concrete
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Inspection Checklist: Placing Concrete Bridge Slabs
Description:
Prior to pouring, plan a pre-pour meeting to discuss solutions to potential issues.
Specific sites may need to coordinate a temporary batch facility. Place concrete after
the engineer has approved the condition of the base course. Check that the formwork
is correct and stable before depositing the concrete. Use a spreading device to spread
the concrete on grade and prevent segregation of the materials. Use a mechanical
vibrator to consolidate the concrete. Perform hand spreading using shovels.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Full
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Concrete – according to Record Plans [Cubic Yards]
Steel Reinforcement – [Pounds]
Drain Pipe – [Linear Feet]
Structural Steel – [Lump Sum]
Neoprene Expansion Dams – [Linear Feet]
Joint Sealing – [Linear Feet]
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Post-Tensioning
Description:
Arranging of pre-stressed steel cables in plastic sleeves or ducts in the formwork prior
to the pouring of concrete. The cables will be installed, concrete filled, and then
tensioned all before the load is applied. Used to increase strength of the concrete and
usually referred to as tendons. When post-tensioning the concrete, design the falsework
to support any increased or readjusted loads caused by the post-tensioning. The
producer should provide a technician that will pre-tension the concrete.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Pre-stressed Piles – [Linear Feet]
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Rebar Placement
Description:
Reinforcing steel is placed in concrete to resist stresses due to flexure, shear, tension,
compression, as well as temperature changes. The furnishing and placement of steel
reinforcement should comply with Section 602 of the Standard Specifications and
material should conform to Section 811. This includes all supports, tie wire, and
connection devices required for placement. The location of reinforcing steel will be
detailed on the structure plans.
Key Inspection Elements
Obtain tags and mill test reports when steel arrives on jobsite.
Visually inspect all rebar for damage prior to accepting. This is especially important
for epoxy coated rebar which should not contain cracked or cut epoxy.
Ensure rebar is stored properly. It should be kept off the ground in bundles. Epoxy
coated rebar should be adequately protected from UV.
Inspect all in-place rebar BEFORE contractor orders concrete. Pay special attention to
epoxy coating.
Splices (including mechanical couplers) should be as shown on the plans or as
approved.
Measure in-place rebar to ensure required concrete cover as per plans.
Level of Inspection Presence: Milestone
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Steel Reinforcement – [Pounds]
Steel Reinforcement, Epoxy Coated – [Pounds]
Mechanical Couplers – installed in the complete structure [Individual
Unit]
Inspection Resources:
Specifications Section 602 – Steel Reinforcement
Specifications Section 811 – Steel Reinforcement (Materials)
Construction Guidance Manual - Reinforcing Steel
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APPENDIX 15. Inspection Checklist Drafts for Excavation and Embankment in
Place: Earthwork Items
Inspection Checklist: Blasting
Description: The contractor may choose to use explosives to expedite the excavation of
rock on the project. This will be accomplished by strategically predrilling holes and then
loading explosives in those holes. The explosives will be denotated to breakup and
dislodge the rock. The contractor must comply with Federal, State, and local regulations
on the purchase, transportation, storage, and use of explosive material.
Key Inspection Elements:
•
•
•

•

Ensure the contractor submits a general blasting plan for acceptance at least 30
days before drilling operations begin.
Ensure traffic is not halted for more than the time the Contract specifies to allow
the execution of the shot and for removal of rock fragments and debris.
The contractor must only blast during the hours when permitted in the contract
documents
After all blasts, inspect the pavement for debris and damage that may be a hazard
to traffic. Clear debris before allowing traffic to proceed on the affected section.

Level of Inspection Presence: Full
Inspector Experience: Senior Level
Measurement: Maintain and Control Traffic – [Lump Sum]
Temporary Signs – installation and reinstallation of signs [Square feet,
quantity]
Temporary Pavement Stripping – [Linear feet]
Lane Closures – Long-term lane closures [individual unit]
Inspection Resources:
• Specifications Section 107.11 – Use of Explosives
• Specifications Section 204.03.04 – Presplitting
• Construction Guidance Manual - Rock Excavation - Presplitting
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Inspection Checklist: Waste Removal/Disposal
Description: Remove, wholly or in part, and dispose of fences, structures, pavements,
abandoned pipelines, and any other obstructions outside the typical section that are not
designated or allowed to remain. Also, salvage designated materials, and backfill the
resulting trenches, holes, and pits.
Key Inspection Elements
Minimum Inspection Presence: Milestone
Recommended Inspector Experience Level: Mid-Level
Measurement:
Inspection Tools:
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Inspection Checklist: Clearing and Grubbing
Description:
The contractor is required to clear, grub, remove, and dispose of all vegetation,
buildings and foundations within project limits, and debris within designated limits
inside the right of-way and easement areas. Objects designated to remain or to be
removed according to other provisions of the Contract should not be removed by the
contractor. Also, the contractor should protect all vegetation and objects designated to
remain from injury or defacement.
Key Inspection Elements
• Ensure that objects designated to remain are clearly marked
• Monitor the removal and placement of debris piles
• No vegetative debris to be placed under embankment
• Clearing stays within ROW boundary
• Limiting clearing areas to as needed
• Temporary erosion control measures
• Only burn debris when permitted
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Clearing – designated area on plans [Lump Sum]
Tree Removal – as indicated [Each]
Inspection Resources:
• Specifications Section 202 – Clearing and Grubbing
• Construction Guidance Manual - Clearing & Grubbing
• Google Earth
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Inspection Checklist: Embankment in Place
Description: Form embankments with materials from sources specified in the Plans or
from other approved sources. When the Contract designates original material as
unsuitable for the embankment foundation, the Department will designate areas of
Special Excavation and/or treatment and will give instructions about the removal and
disposal of unsuitable foundation material in the Plans. Incorporate the excavated
material into embankments when manipulations such as spreading thin layers or drying
the material make it acceptable for use as embankment-in-place. When excavated
material cannot be used in embankments, dispose of the material.
Key Inspection Elements
Minimum Inspection Presence: Full
Recommended Inspector Experience Level: Entry Level
Measurement: Unsuitable Material – as excavated [Volume]
Unanticipated Material – from slope changes [Volume]
Inspection Tools:
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Inspection Checklist: Excavation
Description: Remove and dispose of all materials taken from within limits of the work
contracted, meaning the calculated material lying between the original ground line and
the excavation limits established or approved by the Engineer as shown on the final
cross sections.
Key Inspection Elements
Minimum Inspection Presence: Routine
Recommended Inspector Experience Level: Entry Level
Measurement: Payment for Design Quantities – as specified in plan [Unit price]
Roadbed – Roadway Excavation, Borrow Excavation, Embankment in
Place [Cubic Yards]
Roadway Excavation – Based on design quantities [Cubic Yards]
Excess Material – Not from authorized adjustments [Quantity]
Overhaul – Excavation added due to authorized adjustments [Quantity]
Inspection Tools:
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Inspection Checklist: Waste Removal/Disposal
Description: The contractor will remove all excess material and material not suitable
for use as fill and dispose of either within R/W as approved by SE or in an approved
excess waste site.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Ensure the contractor has obtained an approved excess waste site
• Ensure the excess material is placed according to the provisions of the excess fill
site approval
• Ensure no unsuitable material is incorporated in the fill
• Unless otherwise specified in the contract documents, payment for the removal
and disposal of excess waste material will be included in other earthwork bid
items.
Level of Inspection Presence: Full
Inspector Experience & Type: Entry Level
Measurement & Payment:
Clearing & Grubbing
Remove Trees or Stumps
Roadway Excavation
Embankment-in-Place

[Incidental]
[Each]
[Incidental]
[Incidental]

Resources:
• Standard Specifications Sections 202, 204.03, 205,206, 209
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APPENDIX 16. Inspection Checklist Drafts for Excavation and Embankment in
Place: Subgrade Work Items
Inspection Checklist: Chemically Stabilized Roadbed
Description:
Chemically-stabilized roadbed is a method of reinforcing the subgrade to support the
roadway. By mixing lime or cement and water with subgrade material and then
allowing it to cure, the subgrade will be stronger to support the roadway. The
Department will designate the type of chemical to be used, percentage of chemical to
apply, and the depth to apply.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Ensure temperature is a minimum of 40° in the shade and rising.
• Ensure soil is not frozen or does not contains frost.
• The grade must be shaped to 0.1 feet below the planned subgrade elevation.
• Any organic material or rocks larger than 4 inches must be removed from the
subgrade.
• The quantity of chemical stabilizer must be applied at the rate and depth specified
in the contract documents.
• When lime is specified, the subgrade is to be scarified to depth specified in the
contract.
• Ensure that wind conditions do not cause a hazardous situation to adjacent
individulas or property.
• Chemical must be mixed with the soil immediately after distribution. Water must
be added after mixing chemical and soil.
• Moisture content should be monitored and maintained. For cement stabilization,
the SE should check the moisture and direct the contractor when to add additional
water.
• Ensure the contactor protects the roadbed against drying by applying an asphalt
cure seal.
• The contractor should keep equipment and traffic off the stabilized surface until
the subgrade has cured.
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience: Mid-Level
Measurement:
Cement
Lime
Cement Stabilized Roadbed
Lime Stabilized Roadbed
Asphalt Curing Seal
Concrete Sand for Blotter

[Tons]
[Tons]
[Square Yards]
[Square Yards]
[Tons]
[Tons]
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Inspection Resources:
• Specifications Section 208 – Chemically Stabilized Roadbed
• List of Approved Materials
• Kentucky Methods - Chapter 500 Geotechnical
• Construction Guidance Manual - Subgrade Stabilization by Chemicals
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Inspection Checklist: Embankment Drainage Blankets
Description:
Embankment drainage blankets are installed for embankment stabilization. They will
be constructed with either a rock drainage blanket or sand drainage blanket according
to the Plans or as the Engineer directs. Geotextile fabric may be required to strengthen
the embankment.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Ensure the grade is at the correct elevation before installation of the drainage
blanket, and geotextile fabric, if required.
• Ensure geotextile fabric is laid flat without wrinkles and is adequately secured to
prevent slipping.
• Ensure geotextile fabric is not damaged, cut, or otherwise degraded
• Sample drainage material and confirm gradation conforms to KYTC Standard
Specifications.
• Survey elevations before and after placement of embankment to calculate pay
quantities. Also, confirm final elevation is correct.
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement:
Embankment Drainage Blankets

[Cubic Yards]

Inspection Resources:
• Specifications Section 210 – Embankment Drainage Blankets
• Specifications Section 214 – Geotextile Construction
• Specifications Sections 804 & 805 Fine & Coarse Aggregates material properties
• Kentucky Methods - KM 64-608 – Aggregate Producer Quality Control
• Construction Guidance Manual - Drainage Blankets
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Inspection Checklist: Rock Roadbed
Description:
Grade, shape, and compact the subgrade to the required density. Prepare a smooth
subgrade without indentations to the full width of the widest course of the pavement
system plus one foot additional width beyond each edge. Shape the subgrade to
conform to the lines, grades, and cross sections specified in the Contract or as directed.
Key Inspection Elements
Minimum Inspection Presence: Routine
Recommended Inspector Experience Level: Mid-Level
Measurement: Roadway Excavation – removal and disposal of materials [Volume]
Borrow Excavation – measure of the backfill material [Volume]
Special Excavation – removal and replacement of unstable material
[Volume]
Inspection Tools:
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APPENDIX 17. Inspection Checklist Drafts for Miscellaneous Work Types:
Roadside
Inspection Barrier Curb
Description:
Slip joints can be used for joining schedule 80 PVC conduit to junction boxes in barrier
wall. Use of a mouse with attached pull string to blow through the conduits in order to
verify that it is clear of any obstructions. Tie off the pull strings at each end of the
conduits. Use a sealing lock nut and a rigid end bell PVC conduit bushing on the inside
for all conduit penetrations, except for under the roadway conduit which should be rigid
steel.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Pole Base in Median Wall – (Individual Unit)
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Fence
Description:
Erect fence and gates as specified in the Plans, supported by steel, concrete, or timber
posts along the inside limits of the right-of-way or at other locations shown or otherwise
designated and at grades designated during construction.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Random
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Fence – of each type and height (Linear Feet)
Gates – (Unit)
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection G-Rail/Cable Rail
Description:
Use either steel or timber guardrail posts. Place the guardrail as far from the curb as the
shoulder width with allow. Typical height of a guardrail post is 6 feet tall with 3’-7”
below ground. Additional posts must be installed beginning 25 feet before a hazard.
Verify that the guardrails are lapped correctly based on the direction of traffic. Hazards
must be protected with steel guardrails; cable will not suffice. Cable Railing should be
placed 12 feet from the roadway. Verify that all signage is behind the guardrails.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Guardrail – (Linear Feet)
Guardrail Terminal Sections – (Individual Unit)
Extra Length Posts – (Individual Unit)
Guardrail End Treatment – (Individual Unit)
Crash Cushion – (Individual Unit)
Guardrail Bridge End Connector – (Individual Unit)
Guardrail Connector to Concrete Median Barrier – (Individual Unit)
Remove Guardrail – (Linear Feet)
Relocate Guardrail System – (Linear Feet)
Adjust Guardrail – (Linear Feet)
Temporary Guardrail – (Linear Feet)
Nested Guardrail - (Linear Feet)
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection ITS
Description:
The purpose of the monitoring system is to provide a complete, programmable,
intelligent, networkable, and expandable low voltage monitoring system for the
navigational lighting as described herein and as shown on the schematic drawings and
schedules.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Random
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement:

Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Landscape Plantings
Description:
Furnish and plant trees, shrubs, vines, seedlings, and other materials as specified in the
Plans or as the Engineer directs. Planting includes digging and preparing beds and
planting holes, prune plants, furnishing and placing backfill, fertilize, mulch, water,
and brace. Additionally, care for plants during the period required to demonstrate the
plants have become established in a healthy growing condition and replace plants found
defective as prescribed.
Perform the initial planting operation between the dates of November 1 and April 1.
Perform initial planting when the temperature is a minimum of 35 degrees feirenheit
and the ground is not frozen. Regardless of the calendar date, plants must be dormant
when they are dug at the nursery source and when they arrive at the project site. Perform
the replacement planting operation between the dates of November 1 and May 15.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Random
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Plants, Vines, Shrubs, Trees – (Quantity)

Inspection Resources:
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Inspection R/W Monuments
Description:
Right-of-way monuments are used as a reference point for finding a benchmark and/or
as a survey point. Install right-of-way monuments at the location and with the type
shown on the plans. Install right-of-way monuments as early as possible as determined
by the Engineer. A Kentucky Licensed Professional Land Surveyor should be present
to supervise the installation. Establish right-of-way monuments from existing control
monuments with an accuracy of 1:15,000 or greater.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Random
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Monuments – (Unit)
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Retaining Walls
Description:
Construct a standard gravity, cast-in-place reinforced concrete (CIP), or gabion
retaining wall as specified in the Contract. The contractor is responsible for excavating
the retaining walls and crib walls as shown on the plans. The section engineer (SE)
must check existing site conditions, stream alignment, and existing roadway grades to
determine if the new structure is in general alignment with on-site conditions.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Full-Time
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Concrete – (Cubic Yards)
Steel Reinforcement – (Pound)
Structure Excavation – (Cubic Yards)
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Seeding
Description:
Seeding reduces erosion and potential water pollution. progresses. If permanent
seeding and protection is not practical within 14 days, another method should be used
to stabilize the area. Grade exposed earth and any other erodible areas to a uniform
cross section or slope as soon as practical and then perform permanent seeding and
protection at the earliest practical time. Prepare all areas within the construction limits
and right of way limits that can be expected to sustain plant growth and are not covered
by satisfactory vegetation for permanent seeding. The Engineer will designate areas to
be seeded.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Random
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Seeding and Protection – (Square Yards)

Inspection Resources:
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APPENDIX 18. Inspection Checklist Drafts for Miscellaneous Work Types:
Roadway Lighting
Inspection Checklist: Electrical Conduit/Wiring
Description:
For all multiple circuit roadway lighting wires, use single-conductor AWG copper wire
as specified in the Contract. Use stranded wire for all circuit conductors, except for
ground wires connected directly to ground rods, between bushings, and connected to
electrical cabinets. Contact all utility companies and the district utility agent to insure
proper clearance and shielding from existing or proposed utility lines. After completing
the installation and before the electrical service is connected, obtain the service from
the utility company and a certificate of compliance from the Kentucky Department of
Housing, Buildings and Construction, Electrical Inspection Division.
Provide schedule 80 PVC or Duct conduit encasements for conductors. Provide rigid
steel conduit encasement for all conductors under any road crossing, any areas above
ground, and for any conduit leading to the electrical service. Provide schedule 40 PVC
for encasement inside concrete barrier walls, except for conduits coming in from under
the roadway which shall be rigid steel. Ream all conduit ends to remove burrs and sharp
edges. Cap spare conduits on both ends with test/pipe plugs.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Milestone
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Conduit – (Linear Feet)
Fuse Connector Kits – furnished and installed (Unit)
Electrical Junction Box Type Various – (Unit)
Wire or Cable – (Linear Feet)
Ducted Cable – (Linear Feet)
Bore and Jack Conduit – (Linear Feet)

Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Lighting (Foundations and Poles)
Description:
Pre-cast or pour in place foundations can be used. Answer any questions about pole
placement, splicing, etc. with coordination from the Division of Traffic. The SE shall
closely check the catalog and model numbers, power ratings, etc. for compliance.
Generally, anchor bolts and connecting bolts are the only materials that require mill
test reports for acceptance on lighting work.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Milestone
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Pole – (Unit)
High Mast Pole – (Unit)
Pole Base – (Unit)
Pole Base High Mast – (Cubic Yards)
Pole Base in Median Wall – (Unit)
Pole with Secondary Control Equipment – (Unit)
Inspection Resources:
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APPENDIX 19. Inspection Checklists for Miscellaneous Work Types:
Striping/Signs/Signals
Inspection Checklist: Intersection Markings
Description:
Furnish and install thermoplastic or Type I tape intersection markings (Stop Bars,
Crosswalks, Turn Arrows, etc.) by either a machine applied, screed extrusion process
or by applying preformed thermoplastic intersection marking material.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Intersection Markings – for items listed in the Quantity Summary (Unit
Basis)

Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Overhead Sign Structures
Description:
Center overhead signs over the lane or lanes to which they apply. Allow for differences
in elevation across the full shoulder width, as specified in the Plans, and maintain the
required 18-foot minimum vertical clearance to the bottom of the lowest parts of the
signs or supports for overhead signs.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Sign Supports – (Unit)
Beams – (Pounds)
Bridge Mounted Sign Fixtures – (Unit)
Sign Panels – each size and type (Square Feet)
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Panel Signs
Description:
Furnish and install extruded panel traffic signs. Traffic signs include ground mounted,
overhead structure mounted, or bridge mounted signs. A day and night inspection will
need to be completed after the signs are installed.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Milestone
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Sign Supports – (Unit)
Beams – (Pounds)
Bridge Mounted Sign Fixtures – (Unit)
Sign Panels – each size and type (Square Feet)
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Traffic Signals
Description:
Study of possible traffic problems such as sight distance, driving lane widths, signing
requirements. Study the need for traffic signals and their applicability to the situation.
Traffic signalization projects require close coordination between the Division of
Traffic, the district traffic section engineer, the section engineer (SE), and the
contractor. Any questions about pole placement, splicing, etc. can be answered with
coordination from the Division of Traffic. The contract will provide details for the
number and location of signals, support poles, and traffic loop sensors and controllers.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Electrical Junction Box Type Various – furnished and installed (Unit)
Loop Wire – furnished and installed (Linear Feet)
Cable – furnished and installed (Linear Feet)
Pole-Wooden – furnished and installed (Unit)
Steel Strain Pole – furnished and installed (Unit)
Mast Arm Pole – furnished and installed (Unit)
Signal Pedestal – furnished and installed (Unit)
Post – furnished and installed (Unit)
Anchor – furnished and installed (Unit)
Pedestrian Detector – furnished, installed, and connected (Unit)
Signal – furnished, installed, and connected (Unit)
Signal Controller-Type 170 – furnished and installed (Unit)
Beacon Controller-2 Circuit – furnished and installed (Unit)
Video Camera – furnished and installed (Unit)
Pedestal Post – furnished and installed (Unit)
Traffic Signal Pole Base – furnished and installed (Cubic Yard)

Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Traffic Stripes/Markings
Description:
Furnish and apply waterborne striping paint to provide lane lines, edgelines, and gore
markings as specified in the Contract. Provide yellow centerline markings, which are
defined as those separating traffic moving in opposite directions. Provide white lane
line markings, which are defined as those separating traffic moving in the same
direction. Allow at least 7 days between applying the seal coat and permanent striping.
Apply two coats of paint. Be sure that the lines vary less than ½ an inch in 50 feet from
the alimentation. Evaluate the reflectivity and adhesion of the centerlines.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Milestone
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Pavement Striping – (Linear Feet)
Inspection Resources:
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APPENDIX 20. Inspection Checklist Drafts for Miscellaneous Work Types: Utilities
Inspection Communication
Description:
The Department will notify all utility facility owners or other parties affected and
endeavor to have all necessary adjustments of utility fixtures, pipelines, and other
appurtenances in conflict with construction made as soon as practical. The Department
will arrange to have the owners of all water lines, gas lines, wire lines, service
connections, water and gas meter boxes, water and gas valve boxes, light standards,
cables, signals, sewers, and all other utility appurtenances in conflict with the limits of
the proposed construction relocate or adjust those facilities in conflict except as
otherwise provided for in the Contract.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Full-Time
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement:
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Municipal
Description:
The Department will notify all utility facility owners or other parties affected and
endeavor to have all necessary adjustments of utility fixtures, pipelines, and other
appurtenances in conflict with construction made as soon as practical. The Department
will arrange to have the owners of all water lines, gas lines, wire lines, service
connections, water and gas meter boxes, water and gas valve boxes, light standards,
cables, signals, sewers, and all other utility appurtenances in conflict with the limits of
the proposed construction relocate or adjust those facilities in conflict except as
otherwise provided for in the Contract.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement:
Inspection Resources:
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APPENDIX 21. Inspection Checklist Drafts for Pavement Construction: Pavement
Base Items
Inspection Checklist: Aggregate Base
Description:
Once the subgrade is cut to designated grade and compacted, the pavement structure is
installed with the materials and at the depths detailed in the contract documents. This
will contribute to a driving surface the traveling public can use for many years. The
first course (or courses) of material will be a specified aggregate-type depending on the
strength needed. Geogrid may be used to enhance the strength of the aggregate base.
The use of aggregates in the pavement structure provides the strength economically
with the subsequent layers of asphalt providing the protection the aggregate layer(s)
would not have otherwise.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Ensure material is from a preapproved quarry.
• Ensure delivered material has a ticket and weight is certified.
• Check that depth is within tolerances.
• Ensure proper compaction is done.
• Sample material appropriately.
• Ensure material has cured before placing next lift.
Level of Inspection Presence:

Routine

Inspector Experience & Type: Senior
Measurement & Payment:
Traffic-Bound Base
DGA Base
Crushed Stone Base
Geogrid Reinforcement for Subgrade

[Ton]
[Ton]
[Ton]
[Square Yard]

Resources:
• KYTC Standard Specifications Sections 300, 804, and 805.
• List of Approved Materials.
• Kentucky Methods Sections 64-601 through 64-637.
• Construction Guidance Manual Chapter 7
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Inspection Checklist: Asphalt Base
Description:
After the aggregate base has been placed and cured, the asphalt base lifts can be placed.
The asphalt base may have the same-sized aggregate in each lift or the material with
larger aggregate will be placed first.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Ensure material is from a pre-approved plant.
• Ensure ambient air temperature is above contract requirements.
• Ensure delivered material has a ticket and weight is certified.
• Check that depth is within tolerances.
• Ensure proper compaction is done.
• Sample material appropriately.
• Ensure material has cooled before placing next lift.
Level of Inspection Presence:

Routine

Inspector Experience & Type: Senior
Measurement & Payment:

Asphalt Mixture, Type [Ton]

Resources:
• KYTC Standard Specifications Sections 400, 804, and 805.
• List of Approved Materials.
• Kentucky Methods Sections 64-601 through 64-632, and 64-401-451.
• Construction Guidance Manual Chapter 7.
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Inspection Checklist: Pavement Drainage Blanket
Description:
Drainage blankets are installed usually along with an edge drain system to provide
adequate drainage to the pavement structure. This will increase the longevity of the
pavement. The drainage blanket is placed after the aggregate and before the asphalt
layers.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Ensure material is from a preapproved plant.
• Ensure delivered material has a ticket and weight is certified.
• Check that depth is within tolerances.
• Ensure proper compaction is done.
• Sample material appropriately.
• Ensure material has cooled before placing next lift.
Level of Inspection Presence:

Routine

Inspector Experience & Type: Senior
Measurement & Payment: Drainage Blanket-Type II - Asphalt Treated [Ton]
Drainage Blanket-Type III - Cement Treated [Square Yard]
JPC Pavement Drainage Blanket [Ton]
Resources:
• KYTC Standard Specifications Sections 303, 804, and 805.
• List of Approved Materials.
• Kentucky Methods Sections 64-601 through 64-632, and 64-401-451.
• Construction Guidance Manual Chapter 7.
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APPENDIX 22. Inspection Checklist Drafts for Pavement Construction: Pavement
Maintenance Items
Inspection Checklist: Microsurfacing
Description: This work consists of constructing a cold-laid, polymer-modified,
emulsified asphalt pavement course to fill ruts or provide an intermediate or
surface course for existing pavements. The paving mixture is composed of a
polymer-modified emulsified asphalt, crushed aggregate, mineral filler, water, and
possibly other additives.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Work should only be performed between May 1 and October 31.
• Ensure contractor has equipment onsite to complete the work and it is in
satisfactory condition.
• Ensure a mix design has been submitted to and approved by the Section Engineer.
• Witness the application of a test strip (1,000’ in length and one lane in width) to
demonstrate the material properties and the ability to perform under traffic.
• Ensure rain is not imminent and the surface temperature is 50 degrees before
allowing the contractor to begin daily operation.
• Ensure the roadway is clean and free of debris. Also, all pavement delineation
(paint, thermoplastic, markers) should be removed.
• Witness the calibration of the of the mixing equipment. Ensure a new calibration
is done each time the mix design is changed.
• When placing surface or leveling course, ensure the mixture is uniformly placed
with a spreader box.
• Ensure neoprene rubber drags are used to obtain the desired texture when placing
surface material.
• Ensure the paving mixture is applied in a manner to fill minor surface
irregularities and achieve a uniform surface without causing streaking, drag
marks, skips, lumps, or tears.
• If a rut-fill course is specified, ensure enough material is applied to fill the wheel
paths without excess crowning (overfilling). An excess crown is defined as 1/8 in.
after 24 hours of traffic compaction. Rut-fill courses should be applied in widths
from 5 to 6 ft for each wheel path. If rut depth exceeds 1.0 inches, the rut fill
course should be applied in multiple layers. There should be a smooth, neat seam
where two rut-fill passes meet. The design profile of the pavement cross-section
should be restored.
• Ensure leveling courses cover the entire surface area.
• Observe the leveling area doesn’t have continued raveling after 4 hours of being
opened to traffic.
• Ensure the material cures at a rate that will permit traffic on the pavement within
one hour of placement or a period of time specified by the SE.
• Ensure the final surface is uniform in texture, free from streaks, drag marks,
lumps, or tears.
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Level of Inspection Presence:

Routine

Inspector Experience & Type: Senior
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Inspection Checklist: Resurfacing
Description:
Key Inspection Elements:
• Ensure material is from a pre-approved plant.
• Ensure ambient air temperature is above contract requirements.
• Ensure delivered material has a ticket and weight is certified.
• Check that depth is within tolerances.
• Ensure proper compaction is done.
• Sample material appropriately.
• Ensure material has cooled before placing next lift.
• Confirm optimum roller pattern with nuclear density test if the project has option
A compaction designation.
• Appropriately mark areas for coring.
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience & Type: Senior
Measurement & Payment:
Resources:
• KYTC Standard Specifications Sections 403, 804, and 805.
• List of Approved Materials.
• Kentucky Methods Sections 64-601 through 64-632, and 64-401-451.
• Construction Guidance Manual Chapter 7.
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APPENDIX 23. Inspection Checklist Drafts for Pavement Construction: Pavement
Surface Items
Inspection Checklist: Asphalt Paving
Description:
After the asphalt base has been placed and cured, the asphalt paving/surface lifts can
be placed. The asphalt paving/surface lifts will have the smallest aggregate to provide
the smoothest riding surface. It is important that the final grade and profile are done
properly.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Ensure material is from a pre-approved plant.
• Ensure ambient air temperature is above contract requirements.
• Ensure delivered material has a ticket and weight is certified.
• Check that depth is within tolerances.
• Ensure proper compaction is done.
• Sample material appropriately.
• Ensure material has cooled before placing next lift.
• Confirm optimum roller pattern with nuclear density test if the project has option
A compaction designation.
• Appropriately mark areas for coring.
Level of Inspection Presence: Full
Inspector Experience & Type: Senior
Measurement & Payment: Asphalt Mixture, Type [Ton]
Resources:
• KYTC Standard Specifications Sections 403, 804, and 805.
• List of Approved Materials.
• Kentucky Methods Sections 64-601 through 64-632, and 64-401-451.
• Construction Guidance Manual Chapter 7.
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Inspection Checklist: Breaking and Seating JPC Pavement
Description:
Concrete pavement is broken and seated/compacted to prevent reflective cracking in
the overlaid pavement.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Ensure hammer is of sufficient size to properly break up the pavement.
• Set up test section for the contractor to demonstrate their operations will deliver
the desired results.
• Ensure contractor follows pattern established in the approved test section.
• Monitor the breaking operation for acceptable results.
• Ensure edge drains are installed a minimum of 2 weeks before the breaking and
seating operation commences.
• Ensure the contractor cleans and removes foreign material from the broken and
seated pavement before paving operation begins.
Level of Inspection Presence: Milestone
Inspector Experience & Type: Senior
Measurement & Payment: Breaking and Seating Pavement [Square Yard]
Resources:
• KYTC Standard Specifications Section 504.
• Construction Guidance Manual Chapter 7.
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Inspection Checklist: Concrete Paving
Description:
Similar to asphalt paving, concrete paving will be done after the subgrade and
aggregate are prepared, cured, and approved by the SE. Concrete paving will be placed
in one lift full-depth. For large amounts, a slipform paving machine will be used. The
contractor will prepare for this work by setting a stringline for the paving machine to
follow that will provide a smooth grade. When tying in sections or for small section,
the contractor will install by forming and placing concrete manually. The finishing for
both methods will be the same.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Ensure material is from an approved plant and delivered in approved trucks.
• Ensure delivered material has a ticket and record jobsite data on the ticket.
• Perform concrete tests prior to beginning and periodically for each lot.
• Ensure ambient air temperature is above contract requirements.
• When weather is cold, ensure the contractor installs and maintains protective
coatings and heating devices to protect the concrete and maintain temperature
minimums.
• Concrete baskets should be in the correct position and fastened.
• Check that depth is within tolerances.
• Ensure truck has discharged entire load within specified time limits.
• Ensure the contractor applies burlap drag and textured finish on the surface.
• Ensure rumble strips are installed in shoulder per contract documents.
Level of Inspection Presence:

Full

Inspector Experience & Type: Senior
Measurement & Payment: JPC Pavement Non-Reinforced, thickness [Square Yard]
JPC Pavement Non-Reinforced Shoulder, thickness [Square
Yard]
PCC Base, thickness [Square Yard]
Rumble Strips, Type 3 [Linear Foot]
Rideability Testing [Each]
Ride Quality Adjustment, JPC [Each]
Resources:
• KYTC Standard Specifications Sections 501 and 502.
• List of Approved Materials.
• Kentucky Methods Sections 64-301 through 64-326.
• Standard Drawings RPN, RPS, and RPX series.
• Construction Guidance Manual Chapter 7.
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Inspection Checklist: Diamond Grinding
Description:
This item involves grinding of concrete pavement with diamond-tipped teeth on a
milling machine. Typically, the amount removed is very miniscule. The intent is to
eliminate faulting at joints and cracks, restore the ride quality to meet or exceed limits
specified, and restore texture to the entire pavement surface.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Have the contractor perform test section and evaluate resulting product before
work begins.
• Ensure final roadway grade and texture is correct.
• Ensure the contractor maintains positive lateral drainage as the work is completed.
• Ensure contractor properly disposes of grinding slurry waste.
• Contractor’s operation should be in the longitudinal direction and parallel to the
centerline.
• Ensure joints are preserved or resealed once the grinding work is accepted.
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience & Type: Senior
Measurement & Payment: JPC Pavement Diamond Grinding [Square Yard]
Joint Sealing [Linear Foot]
Resources:
• KYTC Standard Specifications Section 503.
• Construction Guidance Manual Chapter 7.
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Inspection Checklist: Dowel and Tie Bar Placement
Description: Dowels and tie bars will be placed in JPC pavement to increase the
strength and durability. It is imperative their location is according to specifications.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Confirm baskets with dowel bars are located in the vertical center of the slab.
• Ensure placement of all dowel bars should be within tolerances in Standard
Specification 502.
• Ensure tie bars are installed at a depth of ½ of the slab thickness. Also, check that
tie bars are perpendicular to the longitudinal joint and parallel to the concrete
pavement surface.
• Coordinate GPR testing and coring for completed sections.
Level of Inspection Presence: Milestone
Inspector Experience & Type: Senior
Measurement & Payment: Payment is incidental to concrete pavement.
Resources:
• KYTC Standard Specifications Section 502.
• Construction Guidance Manual Chapter 7.
• Special Note (11J) for Full Depth Concrete Pavement Repair.
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Inspection Checklist: Milling and Texturing
Description:
The existing top layer(s) of asphalt pavement may require removal or milling for a
variety of reasons such as to correct the cross-slope of the roadway or in preparation to
maintain current elevation once final pavement is complete. Milling is done when only
a portion of the depth of asphalt needs removal. The milling machine may fairly
accurately remove the desired depth while leaving a semi-smooth surface for traffic’s
temporary use.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Meet with contractor to confirm the areas and depths to remove.
• Ensure the resulting surface is completed to desired depth and slope.
• Visually inspect for large chucks of loose material that could become dislodged
before the next course of pavement is placed.
• If planned quantity is less than 2,000 tons, arrange to calculate average net weight
per load per Standard Specifications.
• If greater than 2,000 tons or the contractor choses, ensure removed material has a
ticket and weight is certified.
• If specified in the contract, confirm removed material is delivered to the
designated location.
• Ensure contractor provides for temporary, positive drainage until final courses of
material can be placed. This may require adjustments to drainage structures and
manholes on the project.
Level of Inspection Presence:

Milestone

Inspector Experience & Type: Senior
Measurement & Payment:

Asphalt Pavement Milling and Texturing [Ton]
Mobilization for Milling and Texturing [Lump Sum]
Adjusting Small Drainage Structures, Type, Size
[Each]
Adjust Manhole Frame to Grade [Each]

Resources:
• KYTC Standard Specifications Sections 408 and 710.05.
• Construction Guidance Manual Chapter 7.
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Inspection Checklist: Pavement Wedge
Description:
A pavement wedge is placed longitudinal along the final surface layer to provide a
smooth transition from the pavement to earthen or stone shoulder. Removal of sod or
trenching may be necessary to provide the required depth and width of the wedge.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Ensure material is from a pre-approved plant.
• Ensure ambient air temperature is above contract requirements.
• Ensure delivered material has a ticket and weight is certified.
• Check that depth is within tolerances.
• Ensure proper compaction is done.
• Sample material appropriately.
Level of Inspection Presence: Random
Inspector Experience & Type: Senior
Measurement & Payment: Asphalt Mixture for Pavement Wedge [Ton]
Resources:
• KYTC Standard Specifications Sections 407, 804, and 805.
• List of Approved Materials.
• Kentucky Methods Sections 64-601 through 64-632, and 64-401-451.
• Construction Guidance Manual Chapter 7.
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APPENDIX 24. Inspection Checklist Drafts for Pipe and Drainage
Inspection Checklist: Channel Lining and Slope Protection
Description:
Channel lining and slope protection will be used in the appropriate situation when
vegetation will not provide adequate protection. Both will be a size-specified aggregate
that is placed mechanically. The only exception is reinforced concrete slope wall may
be used for slope protection.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Ensure ditch or channel is excavated to the correct dimensions or that the slope is
shaped to the correct grade.
• Ensure aggregate is the correct size.
• Ensure aggregate supplier is on the Division of Materials List of Approved
Materials
• Ensure aggregate is placed at the correct depth.
Level of Inspection Presence: Milestone
Inspector Experience & Type: Mid-Level
Measurement & Payment:
Reinforced Concrete Slope Wall, Size [Square Yard]
Cyclopean Stone Riprap [Ton]
Crushed Aggregate Slope Protection [Ton]
Channel Lining, Class IA [Ton]
Channel Lining, Class II [Ton]
Channel Lining, Class III [Ton]
Channel Lining, Class IV [Cubic Yard]
Resources:
• Specifications Section 703 – Slope Protection and Channel Lining
• Construction Guidance Manual - Grade & Drain Construction
• Standard Drawings RDD-030 and RDD-040
• List of Approved Materials
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Inspection Checklist: Culvert Pipe – Storm Sewer, Entrance Pipe
& Equivalents
Description:
The contractor will furnish and install a variety of culvert pipes, entrance pipes, and
storm sewer pipes. There will be a variety of specifications related to this work
including dimensions, fabrication, material, and strength requirements for the type
(culvert, entrance, or storm sewer), diameter, cover height, and pH level the Contract
specifies. This work may also include removing pipe, and relaying pipe.
A “stick” of pipe is one manufactured continuous length of pipe. A “run” of pipe is a
length of “sticks” of pipe connected together that terminate on each end in a drainage
structure such as a manhole, curb box, headwall, etc. Storm sewer pipe is closed-ended
on at least one end, meaning that an end terminates in some sort of box or manhole.
Culvert pipe is opened end on both ends and will have a headwall on each end.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Check pipe as it is delivered to the project. Ensure any damaged sections do not
exceed tolerances or may be repaired per specifications. Damaged pipe that
cannot be repaired should be returned to the manufacturer.
• Ensure the pipe trench is excavated to the proper dimensions as specified in the
contract documents.
• Ensure trench protection or slope/benching is provided for trenches greater than
5-ft deep
• The pipe installation will begin at the outlet end and proceed towards the inlet.
Ensure the joints are sealed tight and secure as each “stick” of pipe is installed.
• Elevations should be taken at the outlet end and then periodically as the pipe is
being installed. This can be done independently of the contractor or along with
the contractor.
• Ensure the proper backfill material is used and installed per the contract
documents. The material should be installed in no greater than 6” lifts with each
lift compacted prior to placing the next lift.
Level of Inspection Presence: Full
Inspector Experience & Type: Mid-Level
Measurement & Payment: Culvert Pipe, Size [Linear Foot]
Culvert Pipe Equivalent, Size [Linear Foot]
Entrance Pipe, Size [Linear Foot]
Entrance Pipe Equivalent, Size [Linear Foot]
Storm Sewer Pipe, Size [Linear Foot]
Storm Sewer Pipe Equivalent, Size [Linear Foot]
Fabric-Geotextile Type IV for Pipe [Square Yard]
Pipe Undercut [Cubic Yard]
Structure Excavation, Unclassified [Cubic Yard]
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Remove Pipe [Linear Foot]
Remove and Relay Pipe [Linear Foot]
Pipeline Video Inspection [Linear Foot]
Pipe Deflection Deduction [Dollars]
Resources:
• Specifications Section 701 – Culvert Pipe, Entrance Pipe, Storm Sewer Pipe &
Equivalents
• Standard Drawings RDI Series
• Kentucky Methods KM 64-114 (Video Inspection)
Construction Guidance Manual Grade & Drain Construction
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Inspection Checklist: Ditching and Shouldering
Description:
The advantage of a properly-installed roadway shoulder is two-fold. Proper drainage
is imperative to a safe and efficient roadway that will continue to function for its design
life. Once the roadway mainline is installed, the shoulder must be installed as designed
for efficient drainage. Once the drainage reaches the limits of the shoulder, it often
enters the ditch to be carried off the roadway.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Ensure ditch has been cleared of vegetation including trees less than one foot in
diameter.
• Debris must be properly disposed of.
• Confirm ditch is installed to approximate dimensions of the typical section.
• Ensure no excavation below the elevation of solid rock.
• Slopes in the ditch should not exceed 3:1.
• Ensure earthen shoulders are installed and compacted at the depths as the adjacent
course on the mainline.
• Ensure granular shoulders are installed completely against mainline base course
before compaction.
• Drains should be installed per contract documents.
• Work on the shoulders should be completed at the earliest practical time. Signing
should be in place if work is underway and the shoulder is unusable.
Level of Inspection Presence:

Routine

Inspector Experience & Type: Mid-Level
Measurement & Payment: Ditching [Linear Foot]
Shouldering [Linear Foot]
Ditching and Shouldering [Linear Foot]
Aggregate for Shoulders [Ton]
Aggregate for Entrances [Ton]
Aggregate for Mailbox Turnouts [Ton]
Crushed Stone Base [Ton]
Entrance Pipe, Size [Linear Foot]
Clean Pipe Structure [Each]
Resources:
• Specifications Section 209 Ditching & Shouldering
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Inspection Checklist: Erosion Control Items
Description:
The Cabinet must control water pollution on construction projects. As part of the
contract requirements, the contractor is required to comply with all federal and state
laws and regulations.
Key Inspection Elements:
• Ensure contractor follows all federal and state statutes and regulations.
• The contractor must provide a completed and signed BMP (Best Management
Practices) plan to the SE.
• The contractor should coordinate with the SE the progress of both permanent and
temporary erosion control measures throughout the project duration.
• Limit the amount of disturbed area based on the ability of the contractor to
maintain the erosion control measures. For areas greater than 750,000 square
feet, the contractor should submit a written request.
• Ensure the contractor minimizes the exposure of uncompleted construction.
• Ensure contractor has secured all permits and clearance letters for impacts to
streams, borrow sites and excess fill sites.
• Ensure excavated material is protected from erosion.
• Conduct weekly inspections of erosion control devices and inspections after
rainfall events greater than 0.5 inch.
• Furnish documentation of monitoring and proposed erosion control changes to the
contractor weekly.
• Ensure contractor initiates corrective work within 24 hours and completes within
7 days of notification of deficiencies.
• Temporary bridges or structures should be used for hauling material across
streams.
• Ensure contractor does not operate mechanized equipment in streams except when
required for the construction of structures and channel changes.
• Ensure lands and waters outside limits of construction are not disturbed.
Level of Inspection Presence: Milestone
Inspector Experience & Type: Mid-Level
Measurement & Payment:
Permanent
Topsoil Furnished and Placed
[Cubic Yard]
Spreading Stockpiled Topsoil
[Cubic Yard]
Seeding and Protection
[Square Yard]
Erosion Control Blanket
[Square Yard]
Special Seeding Crown Vetch
[Square Yard]
Sodding
[Square Yard]
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Initial Fertilizer
Maintenance Fertilizer
Agricultural Limestone

[Ton]
[Ton]
[Ton]

Temporary
Seeding and Protection
[Square Yard]
Roadway Excavation
[Cubic Yard]
Borrow Excavation
[Cubic Yard]
Embankment-in-Place
[Cubic Yard]
Temporary Seeding and Protection [Square Yard]
Temporary Mulch
[Square Yard]
Pipe for Flumes
[Linear Foot]
Sedimentation Basin
[Cubic Yard]
Clean Sedimentation Basin
[Cubic Yard]
Silt Trap, Type
[Each]
Clean Silt Trap, Type
[Each]
Temporary Silt Fence
[Linear Foot]
Clean Temporary Silt Fence
[Linear Foot]
Channel Lining, CL IA, II, III, & IV [Ton]
Plants, Vines, and Shrubs
[Each]
Trees
[Each]
Deflector, Gabion
[Each]
Deflector, Dumped Stone
[Each]
Riffle Structure, Dumped Stone
[Each]
Riffle Structure, Gabion
[Each]
Boulder
[Each]
Temporary Ditch
[Linear Foot]
Clean Temporary Ditch
[Linear Foot]
Resources:
• Specifications Section 212 – Erosion Control
• Specifications Section 213 – Water Pollution Control
• Construction Guidance Manual - Environmental Protection & Landscaping
• Standard Drawings - RDX Series 200-300 Series
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Inspection Checklist: Headwalls and Small Drainage Structures
Description:
Key Inspection Elements:
Level of Inspection Presence:

Milestone

Inspector Experience & Type: Mid-Level
Measurement & Payment:
Concrete [Cubic Yard]
Steel Reinforcement [Pound]
Structure Excavation [CY]
Remove Structure [Each]
Pipe Culvert Headwall, Size [Each]
Small Drainage Structure Type, Size [Each]
Adjusting Small Drainage Structure, Type, Size [Each]
Reconstructing Small Drainage Structure, Type, Size [Each]
Drop Box Inlet, Type 12 [Linear Foot]
Resources:
• KYTC Standard Specifications Sections 610 and 710.
• Standard Drawings for Headwalls, Standard Drawing series RDB, RDH, RDM,
RDX.
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APPENDIX 25. Inspection Checklist Drafts for Pipe and Drainage
Inspection Checklist: Temporary Barrier Wall
Description:
Use slip joints for joining PVC conduit to junction boxes in barrier wall. Use pull string
to verify that the barrier is clear of any obstructions. The pull string can be tied off at
each end of the conduits. Use a sealing lock nut and a rigid end bell PVC conduit
bushing on the inside for all conduit penetrations. Protect the cover of junction box
from damage/disfigurement by taping or wrapping during construction. Remove
protection prior to final electrical inspection and repair any damage or disfigurement.
Coat the threads of the cover fasteners with anti-seize compound during construction
and before final closure.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience: Entry-Level
Measurement: Temporary Concrete Barrier – (Quantity)

Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Temporary G-Rail
Description:
Furnish and install or remove all necessary material for each type of guardrail, end
treatment, terminal section, and guardrail bridge end connector. The Department will
show temporary guardrail locations in the Contract. Maintain the temporary guardrail
system for the duration of its use. Retain ownership of damaged or surplus components.
The Contractor may use undamaged components in permanent installations.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience: Entry Level
Measurement: Temporary Guardrail – (Linear Feet)

Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Temporary Signals
Description:
The contract will provide details for the number and location of signals, support poles,
and traffic loop sensors and controllers. The SE shall ensure the vertical clearances to
all signals meet the contract requirements and that all strain poles, control cabinets,
hardware, etc. are rust-proof, the type required, and unmarred. Mount the signal
indications according to one of the following: one signal indication on each side of the
highway on each approach; two signal indications suspended on a span wire over the
highway on each approach; or one signal indication mounted on a mast arm or span
wire above the highway with a second signal indication mounted on the right side of
each approach.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Temporary Relocation of Signal Heads – individual unit (Quantity)
Temporary Traffic Signals-Two Phase – individual unit (Quantity)
Temporary Traffic Signals-Multi-Phase – individual unit (Quantity)
Truck Mounted Attenuator (TMA) – individual unit (Quantity)
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Temporary Striping
Description:
Use waterborne acrylic paint as specified in the Specifications and a self-propelled
striper for application. Use yellow for centerline markings for separating traffic moving
in opposite directions. Use white lane line markings for separating traffic moving in
the same direction.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Routine
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Temporary Pavement Striping – (Linear Feet)
Temporary Pavement Marker Type IVA – individual unit including
replacement unit (Quantity)
Pavement Striping Removal – as listed in the contract (Unit)
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Temporary Traffic Control Changes
Description:
After a project is placed under contract, the contractor may be permitted to develop his
or her own Temporary Traffic Control Plan (TTCP) to be used in lieu of the TTCP
provided in the construction plans. The contractor's plans will be approved for use only
if the Cabinet and FHWA, if applicable, find that the plan is as good as, or better than,
the plan provided in the construction plans. The contractor may also be permitted to
offer a revision, for approval, to any portion of the existing TTCP. To receive approval
for major changes to the TTCP, the contractor must submit his detailed alternate plan
or revision to the section engineer. Depending on the complexity of the requested
revision, the major change may be processed as a construction revision, change order,
or other document satisfying the condition of written approval. Any major change or
alternate TTCP must submit to the same level of traffic impact analysis as was required
for the initial Traffic Management Plan (TMP).
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Full-Time
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Temporary Signs – installation and re-installation of signs (Square
Feet)
Temporary Relocation of Signal Heads – individual unit (Quantity)
Inspection Resources:
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Inspection Checklist: Temporary Traffic Control Set-Up
Description:
Barricades, signs, pavement markers, and other temporary traffic control devices shall
be placed according to the specifications to detour the public from the construction
zone. A Temporary Traffic Control Plan (TTCP) shall be created for all significant
projects and details a strategy to manage the work zone impacts. The TTCP shall
include the specific phasing for the project.
Key Inspection Elements
Level of Inspection Presence: Full-Time
Inspector Experience: Intermediate Level
Measurement: Maintain and Control Traffic – lump sum
Temporary Signs – installation and re-installation of post-mounted
signs (Square Feet)
Tubular Markers – individual unit (Quantity)
Barricades – each individual unit not used for channelization purposes
and not specified in the standard drawings (Quantity)
Arrow Panels – individual unit (Quantity)
Portable Changeable Message Sign – individual unit (Quantity)
Temporary Pavement Striping – (Linear Feet)
Temporary Pavement Marker Type IVA – individual unit including
replacement unit (Quantity)
Temporary Relocation of Signal Heads – individual unit (Quantity)
Temporary Traffic Signals-Two Phase – individual unit (Quantity)
Temporary Traffic Signals-Multi-Phase – individual unit (Quantity)
Temporary Crash Cushions – according to the contract (Quantity)
Truck Mounted Attenuator (TMA) – individual unit (Quantity)
Pavement Striping Removal – as listed in the contract (Unit)
Temporary Concrete Barrier – (Quantity)
Water for Dust Control – when listed as a bid item (Gallons)
Lane Closures – long term (Unit Installed and Accepted)
Diversions – completed, accepted, and removed (Lump Sum)
Temporary Median Crossovers – completed, accepted, and removed
(Lump Sum)
Temporary Approaches – (Quantity)
Temporary Bridges – individual unit completed, accepted, and
removed (Quantity)
Law Enforcement Officer
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